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Research Projects

Transnational
History of the Far
Right

Russia and China as
Service Providers of
Illiberal Governance

Russian
Conservatism

Conceptualizing
Hierarchy and
Resilience in Global
Power Politics

Past events:
There Is Nothing for You Here: Finding Opportunity in the TwentyFirst Century

Dr. Fiona Hill, a celebrated foreign policy expert and key impeachment witness, reveals
how declining opportunity has set America on the grim path of modern Russia—and draws
on her personal journey out of poverty, as well as her unique perspectives as an historian
and policy maker, to show how we can return hope to our forgotten places.

How to "un-do" illiberalism? Poland, Hungary, and the future of
Europe

Agnieszka Bień-Kacała and Tímea Drinóczi on the future of Hungary and Poland in
the European Union, the potential for their illiberal exit from the union, and ways to
counter illiberalism in Central Europe.

Blogs

Far-Right Fight Clubs and
Imagined Biology
by Aaron Manzano

Libertarian and/or Populist
Right? A New Actor at the
Argentinian Parliament
by Leandro Gonzalez

When Viktor Orbán hosts
French far-right leader
Marine Le Pen

Violent Misogyny and Online
Troll Culture of the FarRight
by Grant A. Silverman

by Jiahe You

Agora
Emmy Eklundh on left-wing
illiberalism
Emmy Eklundh on left-wing populism,
nationalism, the role of emotions and
rationality in politics, and the case of Spain.

Anna Grzymala-Busse on the
different contexts of
populism
Anna Grzymala-Busse on the role of
ideology, religious nationalism, geography,
and grassroots movements as shaping
political issues and populism.

Reece Peck on Fox News’
blue-collar conservatism
Reece Peck on the populist language of Fox
News, its class and gender narratives, and
the definition of the nation.

Armando Chaguaceda on
democratic decay in Latin
America
Armando Chaguaceda on political support
for liberal democracy in Latin America,
Russian and Chinese influence in the
region, and leftist illiberalism.

Call for papers

For resources on illiberal, populist, and authoritarian trends across the globe,
consult our growing Resource Hub aggregating hundreds of published
academic articles on illiberalism and other topics relating to illiberal
movements. From security and international affairs, to democratic
backsliding and public policy, this center of longstanding and recentlypublished literature continues to document ongoing global trends of growing
illiberal movements around the world.

Visit the Resource Hub
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